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FOREWORD

The Congress of the United States, as part of Public Law 99-498, established an
Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance "to provide advice and counsel to
the Congress and the Secretary of Education" on issues related to student financial aid.
Public Law 00-50 also mandated a, thorough study of institutional lender policy in the
Stafford Student Loan Program. This law requires the Committee to prepare and
submit a report on the Study to the Committee on Education and Labor of the House
of Representatives and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources of the United
States Senate by June 3, 1989.

In accordance with the Congressionat mandated objectives for this study, the
Advisory Committee has explored what effects elimination of cun nt institutional lender
criteria would have on institutional lenders, students, parents, comi iercial lenders,
guaranty agencies, secondary loan markets, and the Stafford Program in general. The
Committee evaluated a range of possible advantages and disadvantages that might
accompany increased institutional lending, weighing the likelihood and repercussions of
each. Ih addition to its core findings concerning institutional lending, the Committee
identified a set of important issues for further study, which have long-term implications
for the Stafford Program. It is hoped that these findings will prove useful to the
Congress in providing guidance for legislative planning.

This final report to Congress synthesizes a review of institutional involvement in
lending as well as scholarly work and professional literature, special analyses of
important institutional lending issues, the information from case studies, formal views of
the postsecondary education community, and the Symposium on Institutional Lending
presentations and discussion.

The Committee is grateful for the assistance and counsel of the many members
of the postsecondary education community, U.S. Department of Education officials, and
Congressional staff members. The Committee also wishes to express appreciation to
the consultants who supported the study including Rita Bayless, Ruth Beer Bletzinger,
Elaine Eckels Glover, Frank Nassetta, Morgan Paley Reed, Sandra Schattman, Sara
Stott and Richard Wabnick. In particular, the Committee would like to thank Jamie
Merisotis, who wrote the final report. As Chairman, I extend my thanks to James
Flippin, who served as Chairman of the Subcommittee that guided the study.

June 2, 1989
Washington, D.C.
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Chairman
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Lending by institutions of higher education has a history dating back to the
1950s. First in the National Defense Student Loan (NDSL, now Perkins) Program and
then in the Federally Insured Student Loan (FISL) Program, institutions made
thousands of loans to needy students to pursue postsecondary education. Today, while
the Perkins Program continues to thrive as a source of loans, generating from $600 to
$900 million annually since 1980, institutional lending in the Stafford (formerly
Guaranteed Student Loan) Program has declined sharply from the mid-1970s Stafford
school lending now occurs only at a few, mostly selective institutions with national
student bodies; total loan volume in 1987 was $31 million. This represents less than
one percent of annual Stafford Program loan volume.

The decline in institutional lending in Stafford has been a direct resu!t of the
Education Amendments of 1976. These amendments made important changes in
special allowance payments for commercial lenders, offered inducements to states to
establish guaranty agency programs, and implemented stricter eligibility requirements for
institutional lenders. Restrictions on who institutions could lerd to and how much they
could lend, criteria for disqualification based on program performance, detailed
termination procedures, and extensive audits exposed institutional lenders to the highest
degree of government control and scrutiny. Motivated largely by abuses that attended
the explosion of institutional lending in the late 1960s and early 1970s, many of the
changes made in 1976 are still in place today.

Since 1976 few changes have been made that have had art appreciable impact on
institutional lending. However, for a brief period between October 17, 1986 and July 1,
1987, Congress removed two restrictions: that an institution could not lend to more
than 50% of its students; and that it could not make loans to an undergraduate student
unless the student had previously borrowed from the institution or had been denied a
loan by a commercial lender. If the brief removal of these restrictions represents
uncertainty about their relevance, the ensuing debate and quick reinstatement
epitomized Congress' continuing concern for program stability. As if to punctuate that
concern, Congress also called in 1986 for the disqualification of any lender offering
incentives or inducements to institutions or students.

Study Purpose and thpproach

To help resolve the issue of the current relevance and applicability of criteria
restricting institutional lending and the need for further restrictions, Congress charged
the Advisory Committee to conduct a thorough study of institutional lender policy. This



study accordingly has been designed largely as a legislative planning too! to provide
broad guidance to Congress on the possible system-wide implications of eliminating the
current criteria and adding or substituting other restrictions. Its primary approach is to
explore the advantages and.disadvantages of elimination of the criteria for students,
institutions, lenders, secondary market agencies, and state agencies. Due to the
complexity of the issues involved, limitations of self-reported and conjectural data, the
lack of nationally representative program data, and time and resource constraints, the
Advisory Committee selected a multifaceted, investigative study design aimed at
acquiring existing analyses and expert opinion on the key study issues. Primary study
components included:

a background report and literature review;

case studies of state loan systems;

a formal call for papers and views of more than 50 representativL.; of the
postsecondary education community;

several analytical papers;

a symposium on the effects of eliminating the criteria.

Each of these components was driven by a common set of specific study questions and
hypotheses.

Issues

The study investigated whether the elimir on of criteria could result in a
substantial increase in institutional lending and v. "ler such an increase could have
several potential benefits, such as:

improved access to loans;

better service to students and the easing of administrative burden of
schools;

reduction in defauits;

substantial revenues to schools that might defray rising costs of
attendance.
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These benefits represent a composite view of the arguments 1iade in favor of
eliminating the criteria by various proponents.

The study also investigated whether an increase in institutional lending fostered
by elimination of the criteria could have severd potential disadvantages, such as:

negative effects on Nth the primary and secondary mark,T.ts for loans in
the form of portfolio effects and concentration;

increases in inducements and/or arrangements between schools and
lenders or secondary market agencies;

instability for guaranty agencies, including lender of last resort programs.

In general, these potential disadvantages represent a composite view of arguments made
over the last decade against significant exparsion in institutional lending.

Findings

While study results necessarily are rather qualitative, resting on the expert views
of loan program participants, they are nonetheless unambiguous and conclusive. The
study found that the potential advantages of eliminating current criteria were
significantly outweighed by potential disadvantages. Only under the most ideal
circumstances--where only a small number of schools became new lenders, used their
own capital, and held the loans to maturity--would eliminating the criteria capture the
potential advantages of better service to students and administrative convenience for
institutions. However, under the more likely conditions--schools without endowment
raising capital through arrangements with commercial lenders or secondary market
agencies and selling loans to secondary markets to assure liquidity--these advantages
disappear. Further, such potential advantages as improved access, reduction of defaults,
and substantial revenues for school lenders were found to be unlikely outcomes under
expected conditions.

On the other hand, the study found that the potential disadvantages of
eliminating criteria were very real and probable. The propensity for schools with low
risk bcrrowers to become lenders or direct their loans to a single lender or secondary
market agency could result in a marked decline in the quality of other commercial
lender and secondary market portfolios. In addition, a substantial increase in
institutional :ending could heighten problems that guaranty agencies are now
experiencing with portfolio mix and strain lender of last resort programs. These
outcomes could lead to access problems where none now exist.

-v-
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Because current criteria effectively limit institutional lending, the study found no
need to add further restrictions in the form of default rates, use of special allowance, or
minimum holding periods. However, in the event that current criteria were eliminated,
these other restrictions would represent a minimum set of substitute criteria.

The study uncovered several important issues worthy of further study. First,
some of the current arrangements between institutions and large banks or secondary
market agencies need to be reviewed for consistency with legislative intent. Second,
while students' access to loans was not found to be a problem generally, pockets of
access problems are emerging--primarily in the proprietary sector. It is unlikely that
current lender of last resort programs can solve these problems in the long run. Third,
current problems with loan servicing, resulting in confusion and sometimes "technical
default" by borrowers, was consistently mentioned by study participants and should be
examined in further detail. Finally, the broader context for student loan defaults, which
are largely responsible for current and possibly future instabilities in the Stafford
Program, was inextricably linked with many issues related to institutional lending, and
should continue to be the focus of future refinements to the program. The tensions
among default costs, access to loans for students, and adequate program management
must be reconciled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Section 491(j) of the Higher Education Act of 1965 requires the Advisory
Committee on Student Financial Assistance to conduct a "thorough study of institutional
lender policy" in the Stafford Student Loan and other Part B programs, with the
primary goal of considering an increased role for institutions as lenders in Part B. This
report fulfills that requirement by rFporting on the results of the Advisory Committee's
study of institutional lender policy.

This section provides a brief overview of the history of institutional lending
leading up to the Congressional request for this report. It also explores the study
objectives and methods, and outlines the major questions that guided the overall study.
Section II reviews the historical context for institutional lending based on the study's
background report and review of the literature. The legislative and regulatory history
of institutional lending, including the antecedents for current policies, are explored in
some detail in this section. These findings formed an integral component in the
planning of the Committee's later study activities. Section III reports on the findings of
the major study tasks. These are organized under three headings: the relevance and
applicability of current legislative and regulatol criteria related to institutional lending
in the Stafford Program; the potential advantages of eliminating these criteria; and the
potential disadvantages of eliminating these criteria. The conclusion, Section IV, weighs
the potential advantages ant. disadvantages, examines the need for further restrictions
on institutional lender eligibility, and explores issues for further study.

Overview of Federal Institutional Lending

Institutional lending in the Federal student aid programs has existed for more
than three decades. The first manifestation of institutional lending at the Federal level
was through the National Defense Education Act of 1958. The Act authorized the
development of an institution-based student loan plan that provided for a Federal
guarantee against default and 90 percent of the loan capital needed to establish an
institutional revolving fund. Though the National Defense Ftudent Loan (NDSL, now
Perkins) Program was a more or less hastily devised scheme largely patterned after
existing non-Federal student loan plans, it represented an important first step for the
Federal government in providing "more adequate educational opportunity" for students
desiring to pursue a postsecondary education. [P.L. 85-864, Section 101]. Today, the
Perkins Program continues to thrive as a source of loan funds to postsecondary
students, generating from $600 to $900 million annually since 1980.

The decision to design the Perkins Program as institution-based was largely due
to its antecedents at the state and institutional levels. At the outset, it was never
expected to garner the great enthusiasm it received from both institutions and students.



By and large it was seen as a national version of other loan plans, where schools were
expected to originate loans and service accounts, just as in the state and institutional
prototypes.

By 1964, many Federai legislators were convinced of the value of guaranteed
loans to students. The success of the Perkins Program and the continued growth of
state plans led to the development of the Stafford (formerly the Guaranteed Student
Loan) Program, now the largest of 'all Federal student aid programs. The innovations
of the Stafford Program that are relevant to the issue of school lending are worth
noting here. First, to those involved in the development of Stafford, the major
drawback of the Perkins Program was the inadequate supply of capital. The Stafford
Program solved this by encouraging the investment of private capital.

Second, several of the state programs had demonstrated that the use of private
capital sources greatly enhanced a student loan program's effectiveness. Agencies such
as those in New York and Massachusetts had demonstrated their proficiency at raising
private capital, earning the respect of institutions, and keeping overall costs down; a
state level alternative appeared to be the most prudent method of furthering
educational opportunity.

Thus Federal legislators believed they had happeneu onto a proposal that would
make loans available to all who desired them. The Higher Education Act of 1965
promulgated the first explicit Federal government commitment to a national system of
access to student loans. The original purpose of the Stafford Program was to
encourage the establishment of state level guaranty agencies and the involvement of
private capital sources, though direct Federal involvement would dominate the program
for most of the first decade of its existence. Institutional lenders do not appear to have
been given major consideration in the original design of the program.

Institutional lending currently plays a reiatively minor role in the Stafford
Program. Active school lenders generate less than one percent of its annual loan
volume, and a handful of institutions account for most of this volume. Despite the
almost negligible impact that school lenders now have on the Stafford Program, in the
past school lenders have seen days of greater activity both in terms of loan volume and
number of institutional lenders. This was especially true during the early to middle
1970s, when the Federally Insured Student Loan Program (FISL) played a fairly
dominant role in overall Stafford lending. Over the last dozen or so years, however,
this activity has been curtailed.

An increased role for institutional lenders has piqued the interest of analysts and
policymakers intermittently in recent years, in part because of its purported advantages.
These include: access to loans, improved levels of service to students, streamlining of
administrative functions for institutions, potentially lower levels of default, and revenues

-2-
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that institut:ons could direct back into other need-based student aid. In some instances,
this interest in an increased role for institutional lenders has led to comparisons
between the Perkins and Stafford programs. However, the Committee's analysis
suggests that the differences between the two programs are great. Disparate definitions
of lender eligibility, the different methods by which capital for loans is obtained, and
other factors make direct comparisons between the programs unsuitable and
uninformative.

The increased interest in institutional lending has also been heightened in recent
years by the advancing and sometimes uncontrollable costs of the Stafford Program to
the Federal government. Indeed, the request by Congress for this Advisory Committee
report arose as a result of increased support for institutional lending in the House of
Representatives during the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. This
report by the Advisory Committee served as a compromise between House and Senate
conferees, leaving open the possibility of future Congressional action.

Study Objectives, Methods, and Questions

The Congressional charge to the Committee [Section 491(j)] related to the
conduct of this study states:

The Advisory Committee shall conduct a thorough study of
institutional lender policy. In carrying out the study, the Advisory Committee
shall examine, but not be limited to:
(A) the relevance and applicability of the institutional lender criteria
established in section 435(d);
(B) the appropriateness of using default rates for loans made under Part
E (Perkins Loan Program) or other institutional criteria to determine
institutional participation;
(C) whether or not a portion or all of any special allowance or other
payments paid to institutional lenders should benefit need-based scholarship
or grant programs;
(D) whether or not institutional lenders should be required to hold loans
made to eligible borrowers through graduation or termination of
matriculation;
(E) the extent and degree to which student access to loan capital would
be adversely affected by the restrictions contained in section 435(d)(2); and
(F) the potential impact on State secondary markets and lender portfolios
if student borrowers at higher cost colleges and universities, who come from
higher income families, concentrate their lending with a few large lenders and
secondary markets.

-3-
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The study therefore was designed primarily as a legislazive planning tool, and
may be us'cl by Congress for broad policy guidance on the possible system-wide
implications of eliminating current criteria. However, several methodological constraints
were raised by and discussed with Congressional staff, and the final study was designed
to recognize those limitations. One limitation is that self-reported information--
necessary in a study of probable changes in behavior--must be comprehensively
gathered and analyzed. Under these circumstances, it has been important to the
Advisory Committee to seek broad, informed, structured opinions and analyses about
the likely effects of eliminating current criteria.

Another limitation is that the questions underlying this study are as complex as
those in large data collection efforts, such as the National Postsecondary Student Aid
Study. Time and resources available to the Comm:ttee, though, precluded large-scale
surveys of institutions, lenders, guaranty agencies, secondary markets, and others. In
any case, large surveys and multivariate analyses do not necessarily provide better
legislative guidance for the Congress, and therefore were not considered critical
elements.

Finally, no nationally representative data exist on the current financial condition
and structure of current or future institutional lenders, or the environment under which
they might operate if the current criteria were to be eliminated. Thus, standard large
scale survey techniques and multivariate analyses were infeasible for this study.

In light of these constraints, the Committee opted for an eclectic, multifaceted,
investigative study using a broad, structured analysis. The components of the study
included:

a background report;

a review of the relevant literature;

a descriptive analysis of profitability and operating characteristics of
currently active institutional lenders;

case studies of state loan systems that focused on institutional lenders and
lending functions;

the formal views of several dozen representatives of the postsecondary
education community--including institutions, associations, lenders, guaranty
agencies, loan servicers, and secondary market agencies--on a directed set
of research questions;

a symposium on the likely effects of eliminating current lending criteria;

-4-
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an analytical paper on the views of commercial lending experts on
institutional lending;

an analytical paper on the role of secondary market agencies in
institutional lending.

The background report explOred the historical context for the study, including
legislative and regulatory actions, program performance data, and recent trends in
institutional lending. The literature review brought together the writings of a number of
experts who in recent years have addressed the many issues related to institutional
lending. The analysis of profitability and operating characteristics served as a starting
point for investigating potential advantages and disadvantages of eliminating current
institutional lending criteria, as did the Lnalytical papers on the roles of commercial
lenders and secondary markets in institutional lending.

The Advisory Committee conducted case studies in six states: California, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, and Texas. Former, current, and potential
institutional lenders were interviewed, and the views of guarantors and secondary
market officials were solicited in each state. Information on other states was obtained
as well, chiefly through the postsecondary education community's responses to research
questions posed by the Committee.

Elements of all of these study components were brought together at the Advisory
Committee's Symposium on Institutional Lending, held in Washington, D.C., on March
13, 1989. Four panels, representing the views of institutions, lenders, secondary markets
(including guarantors) and the community at large, presented and discussed their views
on the advantages and disadvantages of institutional lending and the changing
environment in which it operates. The symposium was well attended, and offered an
opportunity for an exhaustive deliberation to inform the Committee's subsequent
discussions.

Each of these study components was applied toward a broad set of questions
that guided the Advisory Committee's investigation of institutional lendirg. These
primary study questions, shown in Exhibit 1, were then ut.ed to formulate a list of
secondary questions that could be answered using the multifaceted activities of the
study. These secondary questions examined specific topics raised during the
development of the study plan and in subsequent activities of the study.

.5-



EXHIBIT I

Primary and Secondary Study Questions

Primary Seconda

1. What are the antecedents fol. current What are the legislative and regulatory antecedents for
institutional lending in the Stafford institutional lending in the FISL Program?
Program?

What is the history of program participation and performance for
institutional lenders in the FISL Program?

What are the antecedents for institutional lending in the Stafford
Program?

What are the most recent data on program participation and
performance for Stafford institutional lenders?

2. Are current institutional lending Have the current criteria had an effect on institutions
criteria relevant and applicable'? participating as lenders'?

Can the current criteria be used to explore the potential
advantages and disadvantages of institutional lending'?

1 5



Primary

EXHIBIT I (continued)

Secondary

3. What are the potential advantages Is there any evidence to suggest that problems with access to loans
of eliminating the criteria? currently exist or could develop in the near future?

Can institutional lending be used to solve any potential problems
with access?

Can institutional lending improve service to students--and thereby
lower default costs--and ease the administrative burden to
institutions?

Can institutional lending result in substantial revenues for
institutions?

4. What are the potential disadvantages Will institutional lending have negative effects On the primary of
eliminating the criteria? market for loans?

--If current criteria were eliminated, would many schools enter the
program as institutional lenders?

--Could commercial lending portfolic he negatively affected by
more institutional lenders?

--Could the elimination of current criteria increase concentration of
commercial lending in a smaller number of lenders?

--Are there arrangements that might be established between
primary market entities and school lenders?

7



Primary

5. Do these advantages appear to
outweigh tilt disadvantages?

1 5

EXHIBIT I (continued)

Secondm

Will institutional lending have negative effects on the secondarymarket for loans?

--Are there arrangements that might be established betweensecondary market entities and institutional lenders?

--Could the elimination of current criteria increase concentration inlarge secondary market agencies and banks?

--Could the elimination of current criteria cause instabifities forguaranty agencies?

--What effects would institutional lending have on lender of lastresort programs at guaranty agencies?

Are the advat.tages of institutional lending likely and significant?

Are the disadvantages of institutional lending likely and significant'?
Do the potential outcomes of eliminating current criteria suggestbroad, program-wide effects or a more limited effect?

1 9



Primary

EXHIBIT I (continued)

Secondary_

6. Are further restrictions on Should Perkins default rates or other institutional criteria be used
institutional lender eligibility to determine institutional eligibility'?
required?

Should a portion of special allowance be directed to need-based
aid'?

Should institutions be required to hold loans through graduation or
termination of matriculation?

7. What issues require further study? Are current arrangements between lenders and institutions
consistent with program intent'?

2 )

Are current lender of last resort provisions and arrangements
adequate to guarantee access'?

What alternatives should be investigated to minimize loan
application and repayment servicing problems?

How can minimizing default costs, ensuring access to loans and
developing adequate program management be reconciled?



II. HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The first step in the Advisory Committee's study of institutional lender policy was
to examine the historical context for current school-based lending. The Committee used
this investigation as an important first step in its overall study.

What Are The Antecedents For Current Institutional Lending In The Stafford
Program?

Several important questions guided the Committee's examination of antecedents
to the current institutional lending structure. As noted in Exhibit 1, these questions
included:

. What are the legislative and regulatory antecedents for institutional
lending in the FISL Program?

. What is the history of program participation and performance for
institutional lenders in the FISL Program?

What are the antecedents for institutional lending in the Stafford
Program?

. What are the most recent data on program participation and performance
for Stafford institutional lenders?

What are the legislative and regulatory antecedents for institutional lending in the F1SL
Program?

Institutional lending in the Stafford Program occurred almost exclusively under
the auspices of FISL in the program's earliest years. Conspicuous Federal involvement
played an important role in the design of legislation and regulations affecting school
lenders. This part looks at institutional lending under the FISL Program through the
year 1975, when crucial government regulation of institutions and lenders was finalized
but before the sweeping changes brought on by the 1976 Education Amendments.

Institutions were authorized under the original language of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to make loans to students. The law defined an "eligible lender" as "an
eligible institution, an agency or instrumentality of a State, or a financial or credit
institution (including an insurance company) which is subject to examination and
supervision by an agency of the United States or of any State" [Section 435(e)]. The
Act defined an eligible institution as one which "provides an educational program for
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which it awards a bachelor's degree or provides not less than a two year program which
is acceptable for credit toward such a degree" and "is a public or other nonprofit
institution" [Sections 435(a) 2 and 31. Therefore vocational schools were not eligible as
participants in the program and did not play a role as lenders, while traditional higher
education institutions were fully authorized to become lenders under the law.

Another FISL requirement under the original Act stipulated that no certificate of
Federal loan insurance could be granted to a lender residing in a state that had
established a guaranty agency if the Commissioner of Education "determines that every
eligible institution has reasonable access in that State to a State or private nonprofit
student loan insurance program" [Section 4231. For school lenders, this provision meant
that they could not become FISL leaders in any state that had established a guaranty
agency.

A weakness developed in this strict requirement in 1968. As a result of the
Higher Education Amendments of that year, lenders previously excluded because of the
presence of a state guaranty agency could be issued certificates of insurance if they
could demonstrate that, "by reason of the residence of borrowers, [lenders] will not
have access to any single State or nonprofit private loan insurance program which will
insure substantially all of the loans the lender intends to make to such borrowers"
[Section 423(b)].

This provision was added to the law in part because the Federal government was
finding it difficult to attract lenders to the program. Because of low interest rates, lack
of easy access to loan capital, and other reasons, banks saw little advantage in Stafford
lending. The provision was intended to convince commercial lenders to enter the
Federally guaranteed student loan business under FISL, and to encourage institutions to
become lenders. At the time, full access to loans was a primary goal of the program,
and it was believed that this provision would spark more interest from both commercial
lenders and schools.

The 1968 Amendments held another relevant change: vocational schools were
included in the definition of eligible institutions under Part B of the Act. As the
definition of eligible lenders continued to include eligible institutions, this opened the
door to a large number of vocational institutions (usually proprietary schools) to serve
as FISL lenders.

Because of the growth of institutional lending and the relative lack of control
over institutions making loans, several regulatory changes were effected in the period
between 1968 and 1975 to curb abuses of the program. One change stipulated that an
agreement between the Commissioner and any eligible institution had to be executed to
assure continued participation in Part B programs [45 CFR 177.61 (1975)]. The
agreement simply acknowledged the institution's obligations to comply with all

23



applicable laws and regulations. In practical terms, however, this new regulation
allowed for periodic audits and reviews of institutional practices at regular intervals--
usually the duration of the agreement's validity.

Most of the other changes applied to all eligible institutions, but a few appeared
to be aimed primarily at schools originating loans under the program. For example, the
regulations published in October of,1970 altered the definition of "eligible lender,"
adding a clarifying sentence that said, "A pension fund, institution of higher education
or vocational school will not be approved by the Commissioner unless it can
satisfactorily demonstrate that the procedures it has established for making or
purchasing loans covered by this part are in accordance with generally accepted
commercial lending practices and that it is able to carry out the duties and
responsibilities required of it under this part." [45 CFR 177.1(h) (1975)].

The history of this seeming minor change is complex, and the effect it v
have on institutional lender eligibility for the duration of the FISL Program's e.g,tence
is intricately tied to the Department of Education's experience with institutional lending.
The Department clearly was not prepared for the explosion of interest in school lending
between the fall of 1968--when the first certificate of insurance was granted--and the
spring of 1970. In this one and a half year period, almost 200 schools applied for and
were granted insurance certificates. Department officials soon realized that schools
were being granted lending authority without any review of their administrative or
financial qualifications to serve as lenders, affording the possibility of abuse of the loan
program and its guarantee provisions.

The new definition of eligible lender allowed the Department to exercise some
control over the application process by holding institutions responsible for meeting the
"generally accepted commercial lending practices" requirement before a certificate of
insurance was granted. To simplify and expedite this task, an Evaluation Committee
was established within the Department to review and analyze all applications from
would-be school lenders. This Evaluation Committee soon demonstrated significant
influence over institutional lending in the Stafford Program (especially in its first five
years of existence) and made important contributions to the further regulation of school
lenders in later years.

The Evaluation Committee had two central functions. Initially, its purpose was
to review applications for contracts of insurance from all "non-regulated" lenders, the
overwhelming majority of which were schools. Institutions interested in becoming
lenders were required to submit a variety of documents to the committee, including
financial statements, credit references, and detailed procedures for loan collection, in
order to demonstrate their financial and administrative capabilities to function as
lenders. The Evaluation Committee applied fairly rigid standards, rejecting one
applicant for every three it accepted in the first four years that it operated.

-12-
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A second important task of the committee, acquired during its second year of
existence, was to conduct continuing reviews of ail active "non-regulated" lenders. The
committee examined factors such as total assets and liabilities, net worth, current
operating results, loan volume, and past and projected performance. The main interest
of the committee here was to ensure that an institution was capable both of serving as
a lender and maintaining its general financial stability.

According to the records of the committee, its overriding concern for both newly
approved applicants and active lenders was that they not "bite off more than they could
chew" in terms of annual loan volume. Generally, the committee restricted the dollar
amount of new loans that a school could generate in its first year as a lender. As
institutions became more experienced as lenders, the committee weighed requests for
higher loan limits against the school's previous performance.

Other meaningful changes were made in the 1968 to 1975 time period. Perhaps
the most important development for the program was the establishment in 1972 of the
Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae). The creation of a secondary market
allowed commercial lenders the opportunity to exchange their student loan holdings for
cash, thereby allowing greater flexibility as financial conditions and lender needs
changed over time. This ability to trade assets for greater liquidity helped to stimulate
more commercial lender interest in student lending, and thereby implicitly diminished
the need for educational institutions as lenders.

The experience of the Evaluation Committee, with its intricate knowledge of
school lenders and the problems encountered with the administration of the program,
was instrumental in the formulation of new regulations that sought to limit abuses of
the Stafford Program. Regulations finalized in 1975 noted that if "any of the following
conditions exist, the Commissioner may, pursuant to subpart G of this part, require
reasonable and appropriate measures to alleviate such conditions as a requirement for
an institution's initial or continued participation in prcgrams under this part" [45 CFR
177.66 (1975)]. Simply put, these additional standards gave the Commissioner authority
to invoke limitation, suspension, or termination proceedings (LS&T) if: ,

the institution's cumulative default rate was more than 10 percent;

the attrition rate for a school was above
academic year;

more than 60 percent of the students at
loans in a given academic year;

the institution was under financial stress
educational mission.
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The original LS&T provisions relevant to the Stafford Program applied equally
to lenders and institutions. By using the same regulations, the Office of Education was
able to maintain a particularly careful watch over institutional lenders. The effect of
this authority, the previously noted limitations, and subsequently enacted provisions may
have contributed to the gradual slowdown in the number of active school lenders and
overall school lending activity.

The L.SeeT provisions put into effect in 1975 [45 CFR 177.71 (1975)] allowed a
"designated official" of the Office of Education to suspend an institution or lender up to
60 days for violation of any statutory or regulatory provisions contained under Part B.
Of the three categories of possible actions (limitations, suspensions, or terminations),
this one was the only instance where the Office of Education could take independent
action. In the cases of limitation or termination, the Office of Education initiated the
action but the institution or lender could request a hearing before an administrative law
judge (AU) on the matter. The Commissioner of Education had final authority on
matters of appeal.

An institution or lender that was terminated under Part B was removed from
eligibility for program participation for an indefinite period of time. Limitation meant
that the institution or lender could continue to be eligible fcr program participation
provided it complied with certain conditions or restrictions set as a result of its violation
of applicable laws or regulations. The possible sanctions against violators included:

limiting the number or total volume of loans a lender could make (noted
above);

limiting the numbt or percentage of students enrolled in an institution
who could receive Part B loans;

limiting the percentage of an institution's total receipts for tuition and fees
that could be derived from Part B loans;

requiring an institution to obtain a bond to provide assurance that it
would be able to meet its financial obligations to students who had
received Pan B loans;

requiring institutional lenders to use a special promissory note form.

In addition, the LS&T provisions required institutions or lenders to make
reimbursements or refunds for any violation of laws or repulations that resulted in the
improper receipt of monies.
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n'hat is the history of program participation and performance fir institutional lenders in the
FISL Program?

Data from the Department of Education on school lenders relative to program
participation and performance are woefully inadequate. This is especially true for data
relevant to FISL lending, which is sketchy and incomplete. Estimates of the number of
active school lenders, loan volume, and participation by educational sector are provided
below, but readers are cautioned that the exact or complete figures could not be
obtained from the Department of Education in many instances.

Between 1968--when Rocky Mountain College in Billings, Montana, became the
first institutional lender--and 1976, close to 300 educational institutions applied for
certificates of insurance under the FISL Program. Of this number, two thirds were
colleges and universities and the remainder vocational (usually proprietary) institutions.
Data from the Evaluation Committee show that it received more than 250 applications
from schools seeking to become lenders between 1971 and 1974.

As Exhibit 2 suggests, the rejection to approval ratio during this period was one
to three, suggesting that the committee applied fairly stringent criteria to an application
process that, prior to the committee's formation, had no criteria at all. The committee
appears to have been cautious in allowing institutions to act as lenders in the first two
years, as evidenced by the fact that more applications were rejected or tabled than
approved. The number of applications received by the committee declined by nearly
one half after its first year of existence and remained steady for the following three
years. Officials familiar with the Evaluation Committee's activities have speculated that
the mere existence of the committee, and its nearly instantaneous reputation for
applying a critical eye to all applications, may have inhibited some schools from
considering lender status.

Of the 50 applications rejected by the committee in the 1971 to 1974 period,
only 3 were from collegiate institutions; the remaining 47 came from vocational schools.
Similarly, the number of applications from the collegiate sector approved annually far
exceeded the number rejected, while the vocational sector had more schools rejected by
the committee than approved.

While comprehensive data on the Evaluation Committee reviews of active
lenders are not readily available, figures tabulated from cemmittee actions in 1973 show
that the committee applied fairly stringent standards for institutions seeking to continue
to serve as lenders. Of the 138 institutions subject to review in that year, 69 were
granted continuances, 34 were suspended, and another 35 tre tabled (which often
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Exhibit 2
Summary of Evaluation Committee Actions on

Applications from Prospective Institutional Lenders,
1971 through 1974

19.38 %

19.77 %

Source: Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance research

Approved
Rejected

o Tabled

60.85 %



effectively suspended the school's lending authority until the committee took furtheraction). This means that only half of the institutions were allowed to unconditionallyproceed as lenders for the following year. All but one of the 69 institutions whoselending authority was suspended or tabled were from the vocational sector.

Data on the number of lenders actually active during the 1968 to 1976 periodshow that the three peak years were from 1974 to 1976. The high water mark forinstitutional lender activity in the Stafford Program was 1974. Data for the followingtwo years show a gradual slowdown in the number of lenders, with the number ofvocational school lenders decreasing by over one half in this three year period.

Collegiate lenders accounted for 1.4 percent of the total cumulative loan volumein the Stafford Program (FISL plus the guaranty agency portion) from fiscal year 1968through 1973. Vocational schools made up a much larger 11.1 percent. Translated intodollar terms (roughly 50 percent of cumulative program volume through 1973 was inFISL), approximately $80 million had been lent by collegiate institutions and another$600 million by vocational schools. Thus vocational schools appear to have played adominant role in overall school lending during these early years. As distributed acrosssectors, data suggest a relative stability in overall school lending during the period from1974 to 1976, with a slowdown in vocational school activity and an upturn in collegiatesector activity.

In summary, these data suggest that the 1968 through 1975 period was one ofgreat change in terms of institutional lender participation and performance. Clearlyinstitutions were seen as a potentially important source of capital during this time whencommercial lenders appeared hesitant to lend to students. The explosive growth inschool lender activity during the first few years, however, concerned Federal officials,until gradually this activity slowed in the mid-1970s. Other factors, such as the creationof Sallie Mae and the corresponding growth in bank-based lending, also probably playedan important part in this downturn in school lender activity.

What are the antecedents for institutional lending in the Stafford Program?

Many changes affecting institutions, lenders, and others in the Stafford Programtook place in the period from 1976 to 1986, especially in the pre-1980 period.
Particularly important were those changes that redefined the role of institutions aslenders in the program. Since 1980 some modifications have occurred, though mosthave been technical or administrative in nature.
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The Education Amendments uf 1976 resulted in major changes for the scope,
mission, and direction of the Stafford Program. Many of these changes had important
implications for institutions as lenders. One of the most important modifications to the
law was a revision of the formula for special allowance payment; to lenders. These
increased incentives for commercial lenders led to an influx of commercial lenders and
was followed by a corresponding decrease in the number of active school lenders.
Higher annual and aggregate loan limits and inducements that encouraged states to
establish guaranty agency programs also contributed to the growth of the program.
From 1976 to 1978 the FISL share of total annual loan volume decreased by half, while
annual volume overall in the Stafford Program doubled between 1976 and 1980.
General trends in the design and structure of the program therefore suggest that, in
comparison to the late 1960s and early 1970s, school lenders were considered less
important to the goal of broad access to student loans.

Lesser known about this period of rapid expansion and growth for the overall
program are changes that directly affected institutional lender eligibility and
disqualification. These changes may have contributed to the sharp decline in school
lender activity and loan volume from the pre-1976 peak years. Many of the changes
made in 1976 are still in place today.

One important legislative modification was the inclusion of stricter eligibility
requirements for institutional lenders. New legislation and regulations required the
Commissioner to enter into an agreement with each school lender [Section 433; 45 CFR
177.601 (1979)]. Institutions had to agree to the following terms:

1) to make loans to no more than 50 percent of the undergraduates enrolled at
least half-time;

2) to make no loan to an undergraduate student who had not previously
obtained a loan originated by the institution unless the student could produce
evidence of a loan denial from a commercial lender;

3) to inform prospective borrowers that they must first make a good faith effort
to obtain a loan from a commercial lender;

4) to make no loan to a first time undergraduate borrower in excess of the lesser
of $2500 or half the estimated cost of attendance;

5) to make the loan in multiple disbursements if the loan amount, exceeds $1500
or if the loan is to a first time undergraduate borrower.
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Some exceptions and clarifications to this agreement wtre provided in the
regulations. For example, the regulations included detailed requirements for
establishing a loan denial by a commercial lender (2, above), and contained
contingencies for a waiver of the 50 percent lending limit (1, above) for schools serving
a high percentage of economically disadvantaged students.

The 1976 amendments also added two additional requirements for school lenders
under the "eligible lender" section of the law [Section 435(g)(2)]. This section stated
that in order to be an eligible lender for Part B programs, an eligible institution had to
employ at least one person whose full-time responsibility was the administration of
student aid programs; also, it could not be a home study school.

The section of the law immediately following this one further expanded the
limitations placed on eligible lenders. In this case, the law applied criteria for
disqualification of an otherwise eligible school lender based on program performance.
The new provision [Section 435(g)(3)] said that an institution could be terminated as a
school lender if the default rate for its borrowers exceeded 15 percent during each of
the two most recent one-year periods for which data are available. The default rate
measure used for this provision is a cumulative one, represented as a ratio of the
original principal amount of all loans the school has ever made that went into default
over the original principal amount of all loans the school has ever made.

Again, the legislation and subsequent regulations offered some exceptions and
clarifications to this rule. The Commissioner was authorized to waive the 15 percent
!imit for those institutions that could demonstrate that termination would result in a
hardship condition for the school or its students. The legislation empowered the
Commissioner to waive this limit if the school could demonstrate that it had improved
its collection procedures or if it could show that the educational opportunities it
provided to economically disadvantaged students would be jeopardized by the
termination action. The regulations carefully spelled out the conditions under which
this exception applied, and also detailed the termination procedures, hearing process,
and steps for reinstatement of previously terminated school lenders [45 CFR 177.611
(1979)].

The 1976 Amendments also separated LS&T provisions into two categories: one
set of provisions applied solely to institutions; the other set applied to commercial
lenders. The main difference between these distinct provisions--at least for the
purposes of this report--was that institutional LS&T determinations required a "hearing
on the record" before final action could be taken, while LS&T actions against
commercial lenders did not (Section 497A]. In a legal sense, the main difference
between these two is that a "hearing on the record" requires resolution of the issue
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before an ALJ, while hearings related to commercial lender LS&T simply call for a
hearing before an impartial person selected by the Commissioner [45 CFR 177.701
(1979)].

In effect, then, institutional lenders were subject to audit and review by two
distinct sets of auditors: one reviewing its participation in Title IV programs; the other,
its role as a lender under Part B. This exposed school lenders to the highest degree of
government scrutiny in program history, and so may have been a contributing factor in
the sharp downturn in school lender activity observed since 1979.

Since the 1976 Amendments and ensuing final regulations in 1979, few changes
have been effected either through legislation or regulation that might have an
appreciable impact on school borrower eligibility, disqualification, or activity.
Nonetheless, the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act did change, for a
short period of time, the definition of eligible lender. The final version of the Act,
enacted October 17, 1986, removed the stipulations that schools could not make loans
to more than 50 percent of its students, and could not make any loans to an
undergraduate student unless the student had previously borrowed from the institution
or had been denied a loan by a commercial lender. After some debate on this matter,
though, these provisions were reinserted through the Higher Education Technical
Amendments Act of 1987 [P.L. 100-50]. Therefore school lenders were exempt from
these two provisions in the period between October 17, 1986 and July 1, 1987.

Reauthorization established one further change that applies to all lenders: it
calls for the disqualification of any lender who uses certain incentives or inducements to
entice students to borrow. Lenders who offer inducements to institutions or students,
or who conduct unsolicited mailings or engage in fraudulent or misleading advertising,
may be terminated from eligibility according to this provision [Section 435(d) 5]. The
applicability of this provision to school lenders may be determined when regulations
based upon the 1986 Amendments are released, perhaps in 1989. Its importance is
explored in detail in the Study Findings section below.

It is worth noting that the Department of Education's Evaluatiun Committee,
established in 1970 to re view applications from prospective school lenders and to audit
the performance of active lenders, continued to operate into the 1980s. However, the
committee's responsibilities lessened as school lender activity declined and effective
control over lender review was gradually shifted to guaranty agencies. With the
pilaseout of the FISL Program completed in 1984, the Department of Education
allowed the Evaluation Committee to expire.
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What are the most recent data on program participation and performance for Stafford
institutional lenders?

Data from the Department of Education show that between September 30, 1985,
and September 30, 1987, 132 school lenders had some dollar amount of loans
outstanding. These 132 institutions serve as a proxy for the universe of schools that
have been active over the last 10 to 12 years--that is, these schools have made at least
one loan as an institutional lender over the course of the past decade.

The dominance of four-year private institutions is clear from the data on this
universe of institutions. One hundred and two of the schools are four-year private
schools. Of the remainder, 16 are proprietary, 12 are four-year public, and 2 are two-
year private. Four-year private schools alone account for more than three quarters of
the institutions in the universe; together with four-year public schools, the collegiate
sector makes up close to 90 percent of the total. These data--which are in sharp
contrast to the trends noted in the previous section on FISL lending--are summarized in
Exhibit 3.

Geographically, 32 states are represented in this universe of school lenders. The
four states with the largest number of school lenders (Indiana, Massachusetts, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania) account for nearly one third of the total.

The prevalence of a small group of institutions in the school lending business
over the last decade is demonstrated by examining data on dollars outstanding as of
September 30, 1987. Among these 132 school lenders, only 15 had more than one
million dollars outstanding. Four of these schools--Harvard, Northwestern, Princeton,
and Yale Universities--accounted for close tc $110 million of a total of $143 million
outstanding for the universe. This means that four schools make up close to 75 percent
of the total dollars outstanding. Harvard University alone has more dollars outstanding
(approximately $80 million) than the rest of the universe of itistitutions combined (see
Exhibit 4).

These data strongly suggest that school lending has played a comparatively minor
role in the Stafford Program in the last decade. The 132 institution universe represents
one percent of the nearly 13,000 lenders that have participated in Stafford Program
lending in recent years. The $143 million outstanding represents an even smaller
fraction of the total dollars outstanding in the program as of 1987. And the domination
of lending activity by a select few institutions further demonstrates the limited impact
school lending has had on institutions, students, and the program generally.

School lender activity has gradually declined in the last eight years--since the
release of the 1979 regulations that included the sweeping changes brought on by the
1976 Education Amendments. There has been a sharp decline in the number of
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Exhibit 3
Institutional Lenders

with Dollars Outstanding as of September 30, 1987,
by Institutional Type

9.09 %

1.52 %

12.12 % Four Year Private
Four Year Public

O Proprietary
Ea Two Year Private

77.27 %

Source: Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance research



Exhibit 4
Total Dollars Outstanding

as of September 30, 1987, by Institutional Lender

Harvard

Princeton

el Vale

Ei Northwestern

O All Others

Source: Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance research
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institutions serving as active lenders, with less than one third making loans to students
in 1987 compared to 1979 (see Exhibit 5). The data on loan volume also show this
decline in overall activity by school lenders, with a drop of more than one half over this
time period.

The data on defaults show that institutional lenders have experienced a relatively
low level of default in recent years. While defaults for school lenders in 1979
represented a measurable proportidn of overall defaults in the program for that year
(10.4 percent), by 1985 this figure had been reduced markedly. This is due in large
part to the overwhelming majority of four-year institutions making loans in recent years,
a sector that has experienced relatively few problems with defaults.

In summary, data on institutional lenders from 1976 through 1987 suggest that
lending activity has sharply declined in recent years. Stafford school lending now occurs
only at a few, mostly selective institutions of higher education, and those that do
participate appear to have fairly iow rates of default. The collective weight of
significant regulatory and legislative restrictions, the growth in bank-based lending, and
other factors have probably contributed to this downturn in school lender activity and
its concentration in a small number of selective institutions.
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III. STUDY FINDINGS

The Introduction described the Advisory Committee's multifaceted approach to
the study of institutional lending. Study components included a background paper,
literature review, special analytic papers, postsecondary education community responses,
case studies, and symposium. Findings from these components are summarized below.

Are Current Institutional Lending Criteria Relevant and Applicable?

Congress charged the Committee with examining the relevance and applicability
of the current criteria. In addressing this charge, the Committee identified two distinct
dimensions of the issue: the effect of current criteria on institutions; and the possible
eiimination of these criteria.

Several means were used to determine whether the current criteria have an
effect on institutions. First, historical data were used to identify trends in lending to
determine if the criteria appear to have had any effects on institutions. Data included
both the number of lenders and the volume of institutional lending. Second, the
elimination of the criteria in 1986 and the subsequent restoration in 1987 was analyzed.
The study sought to determine whether there was increased interest in lending after the
first change, and diminished interest after the second. Finally, recent institutional
decision-making regarding the feasibility of lending under the current criteria was
analyzed to determine the degree to which current restrictions affected institutional
decisions.

The Committee found that current criteria have had a substantial effect on the
participation of institutional lenders. Two distinct effects of the current criteria were
demonstrated through the Committee's study activities. First, loan volume by
institutional lenders and the total number of schools participating as lenders has
declined precipitously in the past decade. The current criteria were imposed in 1976.

The large number of schools that had entered the Stafford Program as lenders in the
early 1970s and the problems this caused in terms of program administration for the
Department of Education led to the introduction of current criteria into the law. These
legislative criteria and the Department regulations which followed remained in place
virtually unchanged until 1986. In thaz time period, the volume of loans made by
institutional lenders dropped by more than 75 percent, and the number of active school
lenders fell by two-thirds.

Second, the study activities disclosed that the current criteria have had an effect
on the decisions of many schools interested in becoming Stafford institutional lenders.
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The case studies and other study activities showed that many :chools have explored
entering the Stafford Program as lenders but opted against it because the criteria make
lending unprofitable, even for large state university systems. The specific reasons for
these decisions are examined in ensuing sections.

In addition, the Committee found it necessary to explore the advantages and
disadvantages of institutional lending. During the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act, Congress essentially removed all restrictions on institutions becoming
lenders. Institutions were no longer limited to making loans only to graduate students
or to lending to no more than 50 percent of the undergraduate students at the
institution. However, as a result of concerns expressed by the Senate during discussion
of the 1987 Technical Amendments, the original provisions were restor-d. As part of
its charge related to the institutional lender study, Congress asked the Advisory
Committee to examine the relevance and applicability of current criteria.

The diverse components of the study of institutional lending could be applied
toward an investigation of the advantages and disadvantages of institutional landing.
Since Congress' charge to the Committee clearly requires a thorough study of the
effects of eliminating current criteria, these effects can be measured by weighing their
potential merits.

Current criteria have an effect on the volume of lending that takes place and on
the distribution of institutional lending by institutional type. Access to loans, service to
students, institutional revenues, default costs, and the effects on primary markets,
secondary markets, and long term program stability were all found to be significant
issues that reqdred exploration in the study. These issues are addressed in this section
and weighed in the final section of this report.

What Are The Potential Advantages of Eliminating The Criteria?

In structuring its approach to the study of institutional lending, the Committee
assumed that there could be some advantages if current criteria were to be eliminated.
However, these advantages appear to be marginal relative to the broader problems
facing the Stafford Loan Program.

The Committee posited that there could be several potential advantages of
eliminating the current criteria. The questions used to exp!ore these potential
advantages were:

Is there any evidence to suggest that probitms with access to loans
currently exist or could develop in the near future?
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Can institutional lending be used to solve any potential problems with
access?

Can institutional lending improve service to student--and thereby lower
default costs--and ease the administrative burden to institutions?

Can institutional lending result in substantial revenues for institutions?

Is there any evidence to suggest that problems with access to loans currently exist or could
develop in the noar future?

The background paper, case studies, literature review, and symposium all
produced evidence showing that students' access to loans was a significant problem for
the program through the middle 1970s. The creation of Sallie Mae in the early 1970s,

and the subsequent growth of a vibrant secondary market, helped to relieve capital
availability pressures on commercial lenders. The Education Amendments of 1976,

which revised the formula for special allowance payments to lenders and invoked a full
in-school interest subsidy to students, also aided in removing barriers to loan access.
With more than 13,000 commercial lenders and guaranty agencies now operating in all
50 states, the prior problems with access to loans generally have been eliminated.
Nevertheless, the Committee used its case studies and the responses from community
representatives to explore whether pockets of access problems exist.

The case studies were conducted between November, 1988, and February, 1989,

and during that time none of the six states visited were experiencing problems with loan
access. Still, discussion of previous problems with loan access did arise during case
study interviews. For example, the state of Mississippi was chosen by the Committee as
one of its case study sites because of that state's known access problems in recent
history. Strict state banking laws that inhibited the flow of capital for student loans into
Mississippi were cited by Mississippi Guaranteed Student Loan Agency (MGSLA)
officials as a cause for circumscribed access in the 1970s. In response, Millsaps College
became a lender, extending loans to its own students and those attending other private
institutions in Mississippi. Phillips Colleges, a chain of proprietary schools, was also a
lender during the period when loans were difficult to obtain.

In 1981, MGSLA and the Mississippi Higher Education Assistance Corporation
(MHEAC) were established as the state's guarantor and secondary market, respectiveiy,
providing lenders with both insurance and liquidity. The existence of MGSLA and
MHEAC, along with changes in Stafford loan legislation and Mississippi banking laws,
have eliminated any access probf 3ms. And though Millsaps remains a direct lender on
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a limited basis, Phillips Colleges has ceased lending activity. According to its financial
aid director, Mil lsaps maintains its status as a lender should access once again become
a problem; Phillips Colleges would resume lending only under the same eventuality.

Students in Texas have also had problems obtaining Stafford loans in years past.
In 1979, Rice university became rk FISL lender to help ease these problems, using
money from its endowment as u.e :-rimary source of loan capital. However, with the
establishment of the Texas Guaral-iteed Student Loan Corporation (TGSLC) in the
early 1980s, and the creation of a series of regional secondary market agencies,
universal loan access was realized in Texas. As a result, Rice phased out its
institutional lending program. Like Minsaps College in Mississippi, Rice would renew
lending activities only if loan access were threatened.

In all of the states consulted for this study, state and institutional officials spoke
of an impending access problem. Students attending junior and community colleges and
proprietary schools (and any other potentially high-default populations) face possible
problems obtaining loans due to several factors: the recent problems observed in
California with the California Student Loan Finance Corporation and United Education
and Software (discussed later in this report); the increased emphasis on default
reduction at the federal level; and proposals for more risk-sharing amongst institutions,
lenders, and guaranty agencies. Documenting such potential access problems was not
possible within the framework and time constraints of this study. However, study data
suggest that institutional lending would be an unlikely means of addressing this problem.

If loan access was to become a more serious problem, the Committee found
some evidence to suggest that reliance on guaranty agency lender of last resort
authority could become problematic. The limited financial reserves of some agencies,
and the mandated spend-down of agency reserves recently required by the U.S.
Department of Education, indicate that agency capital reserves would be depleted
under more serious loan access conditions. The inherent fiscal problems of proposals
for increased risk-sharing (by guaranty agencies) may also represent a serious threat to
program stability. Guaranty agency lender of last resort authority is discussed in more
detail later in this section.

Can institutional lending be used to solve any potential problems with access?

The Committee investigated whether institutional lending might be used as a
means for addressing possible future problems with access to loam. To test this notion,
the Committee closely studied symposium comments and examined the views of the
postsecondary education community in response to a directed set of research questions.
Likewise, the Committee used the case studies and other study activities to review likely
responses to loan access problems in the future.
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For several reasons, the Committee found that eliminating current criteria would
be an unlikely means for addressing possible future access problems. First, in seeking
to act as lenders, institutions would be subject to the same market forces that produce
this potential access problem. Thus institutions would be subject to regulatory
requirements and strong financial disincentives that could drive commerciat lenders from
the program. Second, many institutions, particularly public institutions, are unlikely to
have their own funds to capitalize a lending program. Further, commercial lenders
would likely be willing to lend to only the most financially stable institutions. In the
long term, institutional lenders that face losses on their loan portfolios (most experts
agreed that such loans are not profitable; this is discussed in greater detail in the
following section) could soon lose capital from banks. The Committee found that some
forces that could create these access problems could also limit lending by many
institutions.

Ironically, the Committee found some evidence to suggest that eliminating the
current institutional lender criteria could have the unintended effect of reducing access
in certain sectors of postsecondary education. For example, officials from Mississippi,
California, and Texas spoke extensively about the potential adverse effects of
institutional lending on loan access. Those interviewed at MGSLA, Mil lsaps College,
Phillips Colleges, the California Student Aid Commission ((2SAC), the University of
California System, and TGSLC agreed that expanded institutional lending could lead to
decreased access.

The primary cause of reduced access to loans, according to these state officials,
would be concern for lender profit margins. Access to loans depends on the ability of
lenders to maintain adequate profitability. According to the case studies and the
responses from the community, profits for commercial lenders could be affected if many
traditional institutions--especially selective schools--chose to become lenders. Because
these schools represent students least inclined to default, commercial lenders could be
left with relatively more riskyand thus more costly--loan portfolios. Without balanced
loan portfolios, some commercial lenders would probably exit the program. Students
who do not attend institutions that offer Stafford loans could either have limited access
or no access to Stafford loans from commercial lenders.

Indeed, commercial lenders are already evaluating alternative uses for funds
because these factors are cutting into profits, according to California officials.
Therefore, eliminating the restrictions on institutional lending in an environment of high
default rates, reduced special allowances, administrative complexity and liability, and
proposed risk sharing could exacerbate problems of access because profits may be
further reduced.

Many attendees of the symposium also suggested that institutional lending could
aggravate--not improve--problems students may have obtaining Stafford loans. This is
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because of the mismatch between schools that would have easier access to capital
(traditional four-year institutions with endowments) and those that would probably need
to lend (other institutions, especially proprietary schools). Thus, the community views,
case studies, and symposium generally concurred that traditional institutions could have
greater access to loan capital than others, resulting in disparities in access between
different institutions and among states.

The Committee found that a safeguard currently exists for those students who
may be denied a loan by a commercial lender. This is the provision under section
435(d) which permits school lenders to make loans to undergraduate students who can
establish that they were denied a loan by a commercial lender. This provision is
currently used by some school lenders and appears to be effective given current
conditions. However, the declining number of institutional lenders in operation in
recent years, and the general ease of access to loans that has been observed, limits the
extent to which this back-up system is currently utilized.

In any case, the Committee found no evidence to suggest that institutional
lending could adequately or even marginally address future loan access problems.
Institutions in which access problems are likely to occur would probably not be able to
act as lenders. Thus, the possible negative effects that eliminating current criteria could
have on access vitiates its possible advantages.

Can institutional lending improve service to students--and thereby lower default costsand
ease the administrative burden to institutions?

The Committee investigated whether institutional lending could improve service
to students and ease the administrative burden of student aid administration to
institutions. To explore this issue, the Committee focused on the case studies,
community views, background report information regarding current institutional lender
performance, and other study activities.

Many of the study components, and in particular the case studies and expert
views expressed by symposium attendees, concluded that institutional lending could
provide service benefits to students and could streamline administrative functions for
institutions. Service to students could improve if current criteria were eliminated
because there would be fewer entities for the student to contend with (at least at some
types of institl tions). For example, eliminating the criteria could allow institutions to
manage financial aid packaging more effectively because they could coordinate all
student aid and expedite loan certification. Loan counseling functions could also be
handled more effectively by an institution which knows the student's needs and financial
circumstances well.
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From the perspective of administrative streamlining, thc current proliferation of
bank and guaranty agency forms, policies, and procedures makes the tasks of financial
aid officers difficult and time consuming. A representative of Yale Universit noted
during the symposium that institutional lending could improve service to students by
assuring administrative standardization in the Stafford Loan Program. Currently,
institutions with national student bodies must contend with many guaranty agencies and
lenders whose policies, procedures, forms, and reporting requirements are at variance.
The time needed to devote to these tasks leaves less time for personal contact with
students, therefore reducing the level of service some students deserve. It appears,
then, that epanded institutional lending would reduce these administrative burdens for
those schools that become lenders, and students also would benefit.

The Committee also found substantial, albeit anecdotal, evidence which suggests
that problems with loan servicing--activities involving notification of students and
repayment after termination of matriculation--currently exist. These problems appear to
be particularly pronounced for students whose loans have been sold to one or more
secondary markets. For example, several institutional, guaranty agency, and secondary
market officials identified cases during the site visits in which servicing, and in particular
loan tracking, is inadequate. Individual student portfolios may be sold to more than
one secondary market agency, leaving the borrower--and sometimes the institution--
confused about who should receive payments, deferments, and general correspondence.
Furthermore, some borrowers apparently have difficulty in finding out who holds the
loan. Several institutions reported bent,/ unable to determine who holds a particular
student's loan note. Consequently, students sometimes become technical defaulters
when the loan paper is sold and the student is either not notified of the sale or
becomes confused about who should receive payments.

The issue of whether institutional lending could lower overall Stafford default
costs by improving service to students was also raised during the Committee's study.
However, the Committee found no evidence to suggest that this actually would occur.
The argument contending that significant savings in default costs could be achieved by
eliminating the current criteria depends on two assumptions that the Committee
determined to be unfounded. First, the low default rates experienced by current
institutional lenders are due to administrative factors (holding loans to maturity,
consolidation, and improved tracking). Second, these administrative factors would
prevail among institutions who would enter the program. The Committee found no
evidence to support these assumptions.

For example, the Committee found that there could be some savings in defaults
at schools where default rates are already low--selective schools with national student
bodies. These schools make up the majority of present-day institutional lenders and
therefore account for the low levels of default observed in the Historical Context
section. However, the various study tasks showed that it would be unlikely that these
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savings could occur at the majority of new lenders. This is because savings could be
offset by the entrance of institutions with high default rates and an increase in volume
at those schools.

Further, two currently active school lenders--Millsaps College and Harvard
University--were visited during the case studies. Officials at these schools noted that
institutional lending is both labor and capital intensive. These schools contend that the
probability of default increases if a school becomes a :ender without the proper
personnel and financial resources. Therefore schools that might become institutional
lenders out of necessity (in response to loan access problems) could have higher levels
of default.

The Committee thus found that, under ideal circumstances, eliminating the
current criteria for institutional lending could improve service to students and ease
administrative problems. Nonetheless, there are reasons to believe that these ideal
circumstances would be the exception rather than the rule. For instance, current law--
and indeed experience with current institutional lenders--does not prevent a school from
selling the loan paper just as commercial lenders do. Because capital availability for
most schools would necessitate the use of secondary market services, students might not
be any better served than is currently the case with commercial lenders. Thus
institutional lending would not generally appear to be an answer to current loan
servicing problems.

Can institutional lending result in substantial revenues for institutions?

In order to address this question, the Committee used a variety of techniques,
including case studies, analyses of current institutional lender characteristics, and
simulation models developed by current commercial lending institutions. The
Committee also examined analyses--conducted by institutions in the wake of the
elimination of current restrictions during the 1986 Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act--that examined school lending "profitability."

The Committee found that institutional lending can result in revenues for
institutions, although only under the most favorable circumstances. Proponents of
eliminating the current criteria suggest these revenues can be used to support needy
students in the form of grants or other aid.

However, the Committee's analysis of school lender profitability found that profit
margins for most school lenders are small and depend on several factors: the
availability and cost of capital; the size and composition of the school's loan portfolio;
and the individual loan size and per unit servicing cost. Also, as the case studies and
symposium noted, the possibility that any revenues earned by an institution through its
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lending wonld be taxable is an issue yet to be resolved. The chances of an institutional
lender producing significant revenues would therefore appear to be minimal and depend
on many uncontrollable factors.

Data gathered through the case studies and symposium demonstrated that most
schools would have difficulty generating meaningful revenues from institutional lending.
Schools with low tuition, short programs of study, and above-average rates of default
could have several insurmountable barriers to profitable participation as lenders.
Schools that used endowment funds for loan capital, and who also sold their loans to a
secondary market at par (and had a large loan portfolio to achieve economies of scale),
could generate reasonable revenues. The number of schools that could meet these
conditions appear to be quite small, according to all available evidence.

Using the case studies to illustrate, the Committee found that the University of
California (UC) system--one of the nation's largest--conducted a feasibility study of
institutional lending to graduate students. It concluded that, over a ten-year period,
Stafford lending would provide enough revenues to fund other financial aid programs.
However, if the capital used to make the loans was borrowed, extending loans would be
unprofitable. The inability of a large state system such as the UC system to
conclusively demonstrate that an adequate profit could be made in a reasonable period
of time indicates that excess revenues for most schools probably would be nonexistent.

Similarly, guaranty agency officials in California, Massachusetts, Mississippi,
Pennsylvania, and Texas stated in the case studies that there is little or no profit for
institutions who engage in institutional lending under less than optimal circumstances.
Aside from the availability of capital, cost of capital, and servicing costs, profits depend
on lending volume in order to attain economies of scale in administering the program,
including origination and servicing costs. These experts suggested that most schools
would not be able to achieve the loan volume necessary to cover the attendant risks of
lending and still generate excess revenues.

Further, some members of the community are troubled by the idea of using
Stafford lending as a means for boosting institutional revenues. For example, some of
the symposium and community responses cautioned against the use of profits for non-
need-based student assistance purposes. Even proponents tended to argue in favor of
institutional lending from an increased access perspective, anticipating major future
dilemmas with loan accessnot from an increased revenues perspective.

Inducements form another possible problem with using institutional lending to
generate revenue. Title IV of the Higher Education Act prohibits lenders and guaranty
agencies from offering or paying certain inducements in connection with Stafford loans.
In addition, no inducements may be paid to a lender or other party to secure funds for
a school to make loans or to induce a lender to make loans to or on behalf of students
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at a particular school. A violation of these, provisions can result in the offender's
disqualification from further program participation and the imposition of various other
sanctions. The chance that such arrangements could be established is likely under any
significant expansion of current institutional lending, as only a fairly small number of
institutions would be capable of making loans from existing institutional funds.

The potential problems with ,these provisions for both institutional and
commercial lenders are two-fold. First, the Committee found that several current and
proposed arrangements between institutions and capital providers (usually commercial
lenders or secondary market agencies) stipulate that loans made by the institution will
be sold for a premium to a secondary market agency. Institutions could thereby be in
the position of encouraging a student who may not need a loan to secure one for the
sake of generating capital for future loans. This may be inconsistent with the intent of
the lay..

Second, both the institutional lender and the capital provider could lose authority
to operate if points, premiums, or other inducements are offered to the educational
institution to make its own loans as a lender. In circumstances where the institutional
lender aggressively markets its own loan program, commercial lenders may effectively
be shut out from doing business with any students attending that school. This could
then result in legal action from the commercial lender and could further endanger the
position of the institutional lender and the capital provider.

What Are The Potential Disadvantages Of Eliminating The Criteria?

The Advisory Committee assumed that there could be several disadvantages to
eliminating current criteria related to institutional lenders--disadvantages that suggest
the criteria probably cannot be eliminated without affecting the long term stability of
the Stafford Program. The Committee asked the following questions to test this notion:

Will institutional lending have negative effects on the primary market for
loans?

If current criteria were eliminated, would many schools enter the
program as institutional lenders?

--Could commercial lender portfolios be negatively affected by more
institutional lenders?

--Could the elimination of current criteria increase concentration of
commercial lending in a smaller number of lenders?
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--Are there arrangements that might be established between primary
market entities and school lenders?

. Will institutional lending have negative effects on the secondary market
for loans?

--Are there arrangements that might be established between secondary
market entities and institutional lenders?

--Could the elimination of current criteria increase concentration in large
secondary market agencies and banks?

--Could the elimination of current criteria cause instabilities for guaranty
agencies?

--What effects would institutional lending have on lender of last resort
programs at guaranty agencies?

The Committee found that the most significant disadvantage of eliminating the
criteria would be the heightened instability it could cause for the Stafford Program.
This instability, occurring at both the primary market and secondary market level, could
undermine the incentives for private capital sources to participate in the program,
thereby diminishing the current high level of access to loans enjoyed by most students
and institutions. Given the importance the program now plays in postsecondary
financing, this would represent a marked erosion in the foundation of the program and
Federal student assistance in general.

Will institutional lending have negative effects on the primary market for loans?

The Advisory Committee assessed whether eliminating the current criteria could
have negative effects on the primary market for loans. To investigate this issue, the
Committee relied on the case studies, community views, and the symposium, all of
which solicited the opinions of lending representatives and others familiar with the
primary student loan market.

All of the study components produced evidence suggesting that any increase in
institutional lending resulting from the elimination of current criteria could have a
significant negative impact on the primary market for loans. Study data indicate that
even modest increases in the participation of institutions as Stafford lenders could have
interdependent effects throughout the Stafford loan system that ultimately would
weaken the program as a result of heightened instability. The effects would likely occur
because increased participation in lending would directly affect the composition and
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quality of lender portfolios, indirectly affect the access to loan for students attending
certain institutions, indirectly cause other institutions to become lenders, and result in
the cApansion of special arrangements between institutional lenders and commercial
lenders or secondary markets that would further distort the distribution of loans in the
secondary market.

While the data gathered were not conclusive, a considerable amount of evidence
compiled in the Advisory Committee's study suggests that a moderate number of
institutions would initially react to the elimination of current restrictions by considering
becoming school lenders, but that more would follow. For example, several symposium
participants, including educational institution representatives who currently are not
Stafford lenders, indicated that the initial foray into unrestricted institutional lending
would probably come from selective institutions with national student bodies. These
schools, most of which have substantial endowments, would probably react to the
apparent revenue potential of institutional lending (noted earlier) and the possible
improvement in service to students by becoming active institutional lenders. Similar
sentiments were expressed in some of the community responses received by the
Committee.

One immediate consequence this could have, according to lenders and guaranty
agencies, is that commercial lender portfolios would rapidly decline in quality. As the
special analysis of profitability (and banking representatives participating in the
symposium) noted, commercial lenders require a certain level of low-risk loans in their
portfolios to ensure an adequate profit. This, in turn, assures their continued
participation as Stafford lenders. An influx of selective institutions--where the low-risk
students are typically concentrated--into institutional lending could result in much of the
low-risk loan paper being siphoned out of commercial lender portfolios and into
institutional lender portfolios. As a result of this "creaming" effect, commercial lenders
would be left with higher-risk loans, which typically have higher servicing costs that
reduce profits. Lower profits would direct lenders to explore other investments and
could therefore mean the loss of some commercial lenders from the program. Access
to loans, in turn, would be impaired.

For example, symposium participants demonstrated that the most profitable loans
have longer statistical lives, higher amounts, and lower delinquencies. These loans are
normally associated with students who attend traditional colleges and graduate schools--
the schools most likely to become institutional lenders. Should these institutions skim
this high quality paper, commercial lenders would be left with the unprofitable, costly
paper characterized by shorter statistical lives, smaller balances, and more defaults.
Lenders would either leave the program or make loans more selectively by excluding
educational sectors with high default rates.
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Increased participation in lending by selective schools could have further
consequences. One is that another wave of institutional lending could follow the initial
foray by selective schools. These other schools could become concerned about
diminished access and strive to compete with, and emulate, the nation's most prominent
institutions by becoming active lenders. This point was made by institutional
representatives who responded to the Committee's call for community responses. Some
expressed considerable opposition to the elimination of current criteria (for many of the
same reasons cited here), but conceded that the actual removal of restrictions would
force their institutions to consider becoming lenders. Competition among institutions
thus appears to be one potential by-product of eliminating the criteria. Further, most
of the study components produced evidence indicating that four-year public and private
institutions would become the most active lenders, though there was some belief that
large proprietary institutions could also become involved.

If these modest to significant increases in institutional lending did occur, data
available to the Committee suggest that at least some commercial lenders would leave
the Stafford Program. Banks and credit unions that were relegated to making loans
only to high risk students--those attending proprietary schools and community or junior
colleges--would probably opt not to participate, according to all available evidence. A
decline in the number of commercial lenders making Stafford loans could thereby lead
to prominent areas of limited loan access for students, culminating in unknown
instabilities for the program in general. The remaining loans made by commercial
lenders would clearly be highly concentrated in fewer banks.

Concentration of loans in a small number of banks was already a concern for
some of the case study subjects and symposium participants. According tv the
Department of Education, fewer than 50 (out of 13,000 total) lenders make about 40
percent of all Stafford loans to students. Actions taken by a comparatively small
number of these banks could have an important impact on the program and the current
high levels of access to loans enjoyed by most students. Increases in institutional
lending, leading to losses in the ranks of commercial lenders, would presumably
exacerbate this concentration, causing further potential problems with loan access.

Data suggest that increases in institutional lending would not necessarily lead to
the wholesale removal of private capital sources from the program. The role of
commerc:Il lenders in Staffofd lending could change from one where they provide
capital to individual students into one where they offer lines of credit to institutional
lenders with capital needs. Thus the role of banks in the program could change from
active (dealing with student borrowers on an individual basis) to passive (providing
capital to schools lenders, which in turn could be lent to students). Commercial lenders
that participated aggressively in establishing these client arrangements would benefit
directly from the elimination of current criteria.
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The evidence gathered by the Committee supporting this notion was revealing.
For example, one symposium participant described the financial services industry as in a
state of flux, indicating that the lenders that persist in the Stafford Program will be the
ones that 'become the most creative in arranging financial services for institutions and
families." Another participant indicated that most schools, with the exception of heavily
endowed institutions, would have difficulty selling their Stafford loans. Similarly,
officials interviewed for the case studies in Mississippi and California projected that,
increasingly, institutions, banks, and secondary markets would formulate special
arrangements if current restrictions were removed.

An important study finding relates to the existence of arrangements between
capital providers and educational institutions. For example, Sallie Mae markets a
program for institutions interested in becoming lenders that offers schools the financial
and other benefits that accrue from lending to their students without the worries of
loan servicing and other concerns. First Bank of Milwaukee prepared an extensive
proposal for Marquette University when the University considered becoming a school
lender between the time when the 1986 Reauthorization was passed and the 1987
Technical Amendments, And United Student Aid Funds currently has a program for
institutions interested in becoming Stafford lenders that was described during the
Symposium. These examples suggest that some financial institutions are already using
creative approaches to market institutional lending.

These arrangements generally troubled symposium attendees, community
respondents, and other study participants. Concern about these arrangements occurred
on two fronts: reduced service, and the intent of the law. The benefits to institutions
and students were questioned because of concerns about profitability and the likelihood
that schools would sell the loan to a secondary market (thus limiting any conceivable
service advantages that institutional lending could have over a commercial lending).
For example, two of the active institutional lenders in the case studies sell their loans to
secondary markets. One former lender did the same. Also, in its feasibility study, the
UC system assumed that their Stafford loans would not be serviced by the institution.
At the time the Pennsylvania cise study was conducted, Pennsylvania State University
said it would consider the option of selling its loans should the institution become a
lender.

Further, several study participants expressed concern about these arrangements
because of the possible circumvention of the intent of the law. As noted previously,
Title IV of the Higher Education Act prohibits lenders and guaranty agencies from
offering or paying certain inducements in connection with Stafford loans. In addition,
no inducements may be paid to a lender or other party to secure funds for a school to
make loans or to induce a lender to make loans to or on behalf of students at a
particular school. The issue raised by study participants is that these arrangements
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could be interpreted as directing loans to a particular lender, since in most cases a
lender (or secondary market agency) would be handling virtually all steps of the loan
process for the institution.

If the current criteria were eliminated, arrangements between institutions and
capital providers would be likely. The Committee found that enhanced revenues and
competition could entice many schools into becoming Stafford lenders. Most of these
schools would not have sufficient in§titutional capital to make loans, forcing them to
turn to outside sources. Accordingly, arrangements between commercial lenders and
institutional lenders could become commonplace, but would not afforu students many of
the potential benefits of institutionbased loans.

Thus eliminating the current criteria could result in a restructuring of the loan
system and a significant loss of control by the Federal government over the future of
the Stafford Program. Currently Congress may make changes to program guidelines
that directly affect lenders--changes to the special allowance or in-school interest
subsidy, for example. However, if current institutional lender criteria were eliminated,
institutional lenders would likely rely on commercial lenders and other financial
institutions for capital, servicing, and other needs. With institutions acting as lenders
and some commercial lenders actiog as capital providers to institutions (instead of to
students), a significant shift in the structure of the student loan system would occur.
This, in effect, would remove lenders yet one more step from the Federal government,
resulting in diminished Federal control over the program's future direction.

Will institutional lending have negative effects on the secondary market for loans?

The Committee developed assumptions which proposed that eliminating the
current criteria could have negative effects on the secondary market for loans (defined
here broadly as both agencies which deal with previously issued obligations, such as
Sallie Mae, as well as guaranty agencies). To test these assumptions, large and small
secondary markets were consulted during the case studies and symposium. In addition,
a substantial number of the responses received from the postsecondary education
community came from secondary market agencies. Guaranty agency officials from
several states and c her experts also were contacted through several of the study
activities. This section focuses on secondary markets, guaranty agencies, and the
guarantor lender of last resort function. The Committee assumed that the general
effects of eliminating the criteria on both secondary market agencies and guarantors
would be related.

Study data indicate that any meaningful increase in institutional lending resulting
from the elimination of current criteria could have a significant, negative impact on the
secondary market for loans that would be felt both in secondary market agencies and in
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guaranty agencies. Some of these effects on secondary markets would be similar to
those on primary markets.

The Committee found that the biggest "winners" of eliminating current criteria
could be large banks and national and regional secondary market agencies.
Arrangements between some secondary market agencies and institutions would probably
be as plausible as those between commercial lenders and institutions, as noted in the
previous section. This would especially be true for these large financial entities.
Because they have few problems finding access to low cost money to fuel their loan
purchases, Sallie Mae, regional secondary market agencies, and large banks where
student loans are concentrated appear to be the strongest contenders in the event
current criteria were eliminated. Their market advantars, and their ability to provide
full service arrangements for school lenders, would probably make them a formidable
force under these conditions.

Sallie Mae's abilities provide a good example. In its current marketing efforts to
institutions considering becoming lenders, Sallie Mae is offering to advance schools the
capital to finance loan originations or purchases, provide schools with full administrative
and operational support through its loan servicing center, and purchase schools' loans
prior to each borrower's termination of matriculation, Schools may thus recycle funds
from loan sales to meet new borrowing demands from the next group of students.

The community responses revealed another likely effect on secondary markets: a
decrease in smaller, state level secondary market agency activity and a marked shift in
the composition of holdings. State secondary market agencies, which serve the majority
of student loan secondary market needs nationally, would have a distinct disadvantage
in attempting to compete with larger secondary market agencies for institutional lender
business. This is because larger secondary market agencies have access to lower cost
funds, and can service large numbers of loans. For example, the concentration of loans
held by Sallie Mae--currently more than 20 percent of all Stafford loans ever made--
could be heightened by eliminating current criteria. Regional and state secondary
market agencies also suggested that they might have difficulty competing with Sallie
Mae because of its superior marketing abilities. If this were to happen, liquidity for
some lenders would be reduced and could cause instabilities for the program in the
form of decreased access to loans for some borrowers.

Eliminating the criteria also could result in a weakening of the guaranty agency
structure, which is already under tremendous stress, because guaranty agencies would be
subject to the same pressures as secondary market agencies. Study participants
suggested that, as with the secondary market agencies, the gains made by large multi-
state guarantors would come at the expense of smaller guarantors, reducing the size
and altering the composition of portfolios. Such shifts could deplete reserves due to
lower reinsurance provisions.
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The current stresses on the guaranty agency structure also cannot be minimized.
With guaranty agencies operating in all 50 states, multi-state guarantee arrangements by
some agencies have increased competition and protected loan access for most students.
However, the foundation of the loan guarantee system has been weakened--partly
through rising default rates--and this weakness threatens to undermine access to loans.
One more likely stress on guarantors is the proposal to limit the Federal guarantee to
lenders to less than 100 percent, and to further constrain guaranty agencies from
receiving the full 100 percel. reinsurance on guarantees from the Federal government.
Both commercial lenders and guaranty agency officials are concerned about the long
term viability of the Federal guarantee and the repercussions these risk sharing
proposals could have on loan access.

Another destabilizing factor recently developed in California: the large liability
of a loan sk.rvicer (United Education and Software) to a secondary market holder
(California Student Loan Finance Corporation). Because of servicing errors that may
have violated due diligence requirements, the Federal guarantee on several hundred
million dollars worth of loans has been jeopardized. Though the California secondary
market agency has attempted to put as many borrowers as possible into active
repayment, thus averting loss of principal, it and one or more lenders may have to
absorb the full loss on the remainder. The liability is so large that many financial
institutions are closely watching the developments in this situation, which is thereby
causing ripple effects throughout the industry.

One direct result of this is that foreign letter of credit providers (which provide
backing for the bonds issued to purchase the loans) have become much more cautious
and have withdrawn their support in some cases. These foreign banks also have begun
to request limits on the proportion of proprietary school paper held by either the
secondary market agency or its guarantor. For example, Nellie Mae was recently
offered letters of credit from various entities under the condition that few or no
proprietary loans be purchased (in this instance, Nellie Mae rejected the offers because
its tax exempt financing prohibits selective loan purchases). As a consequence, some
secondary market agencies may become less willing to purchase proprietary school
loans. Thus, as liquidity for this type of lending begins to dry up, the proprietary sector
may begin to find it difficult to find lenders for their students, leading to further
problems with loan access.

This situation is one of the reasons why guarantor lender of last resort provisions
were developed. However, the evidence gathered by the Committee suggests that there
are distinct limits to the abilities of guaranty agencies to serve this function if serious
loan access problems were to occur. Guaranty agency representatives, for example,
noted that guaranty agency reserves in some states have been diminished because of
Federal spend-down requirements. Other state agencies have never had substantial
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reserves to cover more than a trace amount of lender of last isort loan volume.
Therefore the ability of guaranty agencies to meet these loan access demands is
probably constrained.

Case studies indicated that little support would exist for guaranty agencies acting
as lenders of last resort in the event of serious access problems. Several guarantors
expressed concern that if access becomes a problem for a large segment of the student
population, particularly the proprietary sector, guaranty agencies would not have the
financial means to meet the demand. Should agencies deplete their funds for last
resort loans, the political climate in some states could preclude state legislators from
appropriating monies for student loans, especially if the loans are earmarked for high
default educational sectors.

The Committee found that some proponents of institutional lending have used
this inability of primary and secondary markets to meet the possible future loan access
needs of some students as evidence of the need to eliminate current criteria. And yet
current institutional lender criteria already stipulate that schools may make Stafford
loans to any student who can establish that they were denied a loan by a commercial
lender. Safeguards already in place may therefore be adequate to address some future
loan access problems, according to some symposium participants.

The practical problem with this approach, as case study and symposium
participants noted, is that the schools which probably would have the most problems in
times of crisis for loan access--proprietary schools, vocational technical schools, and, to
a lesser extent, community and junior colleresprobably would have the least resources
to make loans out of institutional funds. In the unlikely event that such schools could
take advantage of these arrangements with banks or secondary markets, many of the
potential servicing benefits they could provide as institutional lenders would be lost.

The Advisory Committee found the Stafford Program's current instabilities to be
of high concern. As already noted, most of these problems are related to a portfolio
imbalance for commercial lenders or secondary market agencies. Because few schools
would be able to make loans from institutional funds, most would be compelled to
borrow capital to make these loans. Diminished benefits in servicing and other
problems that could follow suggest that eliminating current criteria would only
exacerbate potential program instability.

The potential effects that removal of current restrictions on institutional lending
could have on primary and secondary markets led the Committee to conclude that long
term stability for the program may be negatively affected by criteria elimination. The
long range, multiplicative problems that could result from even modest increases in
institutional lending--a very plausible scenario--could have harmful effects on a program
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already encumbered by problems with no clear solutions. Thus the potential
disadvantages of eliminating current criteria could be extensive and severe for both the
program and the students who rely on Stafford loans as a major element in the
postsecondary education financing equation.

4,
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IV. CONCLUSION

The previous section summarized the findings of the major study activities. This
section weighs the advantages and disadvantages of eliminating current criteria and
explores the need for further restrictions on institutional lender eligibility. Issues of
potential interest to the Congress requiring further study are also examined.

Weighing Advantages And Disadvantages

In assessing the findings of this study, the Committee sought to weigh the
potential advantages and disadvantages of eliminating current criteria. Two qualitative
dimensions were of particular importance: the magnitude of the effect, and its scope.
Exhibit 6 presents a summary of effects. It shows that advantages are minimal to
modest, and restricted almost exclusively to selective institutions. Disadvantages, on the
other hand, were found to be modest to significant, and mostly program-wide. The
overall conclusion is that the advantages of eliminating current criteria are far
outweighed in both magnitude and scope by the disadvantages.

Access

Perhaps the most important potential advantage of expanded institutional lending
is improved access to loans for students and parents. However, the study found that
access to loans was not a widespread problem in the current system. Institutions of all
types and control reported adequate access to loans. The only exception was a growing
realization that high defaults, primarily in the proprietary sector, are rapidly leading to
pockets of access problems. Nevertheless, the Committee was not persuaded that
allowing institutions with high risk students and educatioaal programs to lend is the
answer to this problem. Indeed, more than one participant in the study suggested that
this policy would reduce access to loans in this sector in the long run. The study
concluded that possible improvements in access to loans would he minimal and
restricted only to selective institutions that currently have no problems with loan access.

Administrative Convenience

There is no doubt that expanded institutional lending would lead to
administrative efficiencies for new institutional lenders, or for current instituilonal
lenders who expand lending. The specific advantages would be in the areas of
coordination of financial aid packaging, and standardization and streamlining of policies,
procedures, forms and reporting requirements. These benefits could be program-wide if
large numbers of institutions became new lenders.
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Potential Advantages

Improved access

Administrative convenience

Service to students

Revenue for institutions

Lowered defaults

EXHIBIT 6

Eliminating Current Criteria

Summary of Effects

Ma znitude

Minimal

Modest

Modest

Minimal-modest

Minimal

Sc__om

Selective schools

Program-wide

Selective schools

Selective schools

Selective schools

Potential Disadvantages

"Creaming" of loans

Loss of lenders

Loss of secondary markets

Proliferation of "arrangements"

Weakened guaranty structure

Mftnitude

Modest-significant

Modest-significant

Modest-significant

Significant

Modest-significant

Som

Program-wide

Program-wide

Program-wide

Selective schools

Program-wide



Service to Students

There is also no doubt that expanded institutional lending would improve service
to students primarily in the areas of information, counseling, and loan consolidation.
However, unlike administrative convenience to institutions, the most important specific
benefit--loan consolidation--accrues 'to students only if schools hold loans to maturity or
sell loans to banks or secondary markets that use a single servicer. This is a likely
outcome only at selective institutions with national student bodies, whose loans are
much sought after by large lenders and secondary market agencies. Therefore, the
study concludes that benefits in the form of improved service to students would be
modest and restricted primarily to selective institutions.

Revenue for Institutions

Perhaps the most intriguing potential advantage of expanded institutional lending
is that it could be a new revenue source for institutions to help defray the rising cost of
education. However, only under the most ideal conditions would a lending program
generate significant revenues for institutions. Institutions with large endowments and
low-risk students currently generate revenue for other uses. Even under special
arrangements with large lenders and secondary market agencies, selective schools
without capital of their own would reap only modest revenues. The average institution
would see only a marginal return that could be easily eroded by small shifts in the cost
of capital or servicing. The study concludes that revenues to institutions derived from
expanded lending would be minimal at the vast majority of schools and only modest at
selective ones.

Lowered Defaults

With default costs rising rapidly in certain sectors, it would be especially
heartening to find that expanded institutional lending lowered such costs. However, in
order to properly assess the impact of institutional lending on defaults, other important
factors must be held constant--namely characteristics of students, institutions, and
education programs. Only in the area of "technical" defaults resulting from
administrative factors will institutional lending lead to reductions. It seems plausible
that increased institutional lending at selective schools could slightly reduce default rates
that are already low. However, to secure such a decrease at the average institution, it
must be assured that sufficient administrative expertise would odst in these schools as
well. The Committee was persuaded that the arrangements between schools and
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lenders or secondary market agencies that would follow elin.:iation of the criteria would
not result in programs where loans are held to maturity and serviced by a single entity.
The study concludes that benefits in the form of lowered defaults would be minimal,
restricted to selective schools, and easily eroded by higher defaults for new lenders with
high risk students and programs.

Creaming of Loans

An immediate consequence of a substantial increase in institutional lending
would be a rapid decline in the quality of lender portfolios. The study found that the
likelihood of entrance and expansion primarily by selective schools almost guarantees
such an effect. The Committee found it very unlikely that institutional lending would
increase proportionally by sector, leaving po; folio quality relatively unchanged. The
study thus concludes that creaming of loam., would be modest to significant, with
program-wide effects.

Loss of Lenders

In a program already beset by high default costs, uncertainty about special
allowance, administrative complexity, and proposed risk-sharing, the study found that
significant declines in anticipated profitability due to portfolio shifts could convince
some commercial lenders to leave the program. The loss of lenders would likely be
modest, given the existing concentration of lending, but the effects would be program-
wide.

Loss of Secondary Markets

Since most of the "creamed" high quality loans would find their way to the
largest lenders and secondary market agencies through special arrangements with
institutions, other secondary market agencies could suffer much the same fate as
commercial lenders Who do not actively and successfully compete for the best loans.
The study conclude% that the impact could be modest to significant and program-wide--
especially in smaller, state-level secondary market agencies.

Proliferation of Arrangements

The Committee is persuaded that the vision of the average institution
implementing a successful model loan program and reaping significant revenues is highly
unrealistic. Rather, increased institutional lending is most likely to lead to a wide array
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of special arrangements whereby large lenders or secondary market agencies provide
short-term capital in return for the best loans. Not generally available to institutions
where resources are most limited and loan access may be a problem, these
arrangements were viewed by the Committee as revenue-driven, and of questionable
policy merit. The study concludes that such arrangements might increase significantly at
schools with low-risk students and programs.

Weakened Guaranty Structure

The Committee found that all of the negative effects above could exacerbate
problems in the loan guaranty system. Proposals to further constrain guaranty agencies
from receiving the full 100 percent reinsurance on guarantees from the Federal
government have already raised concerns about the long-term viability of the Federal
guarantee. If expanded institutional lending leads to loss of private capital and access
problems where none now exist, some of the agencies will be taxed beyond their
resources. The study concludes that this risk is unacceptably high, and has program-
wide implications.

The Need For Further Restrictions

As part of the charge to the Committee, Congress directed an examination of
three potential restrictions on current institutional lending in Stafford:

use of the Perkins default rates or other institutional criteria to determine
institutional participation;

restrictions on the use of special allowance or other payments toward
need-based aid;

requirements to hold loans to graduation or termination of matriculation.

The Committee's findings on these three issues are closely related to and dependent
upon its finding that current criteria are both relevant and applicable, and that their
elimination is likely to produce a range of undesirable outcomes. In this context, the
Committee found that additional restrictions are unwarranted for the following reasons:

current criteria effectively limit institutional lending to a relatively small
number of selective institutions with low default rates;

revenue accruing to these programs are modest at best and are used
primarily to defray administrative costs related to the Stafford Program;
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currently, loans are made predominantly to graduate students and little
benefit would be provided by requirements to hold to graduation or
termination of matriculation.

However, in the event that current restrictions were eliminated or relaxed,
causing a change in the number and mix of lenders and loans, new criteria such as
these would be required to minimize the effects predicted by this study. Also, in the
event that serious loan access problems at proprietary schools or in other sectors
caused increases in the number of such lenders, consideration of these and other
restrictions would be appropriate. In any case, the use of Perkins default rates as a
future criterion for participation as a Stafford lender should be avoided because of the
considerable differences between the programs and administrative requirements, the
implications of assignment for default rates, and the effect of capital contributions on
default rates.

Issues For Further Study

The Committee's study of institutional lending uncovered several indirect findings
which are issues worthy of further consideration. These issues may be important to
Congress as it explores legislative planning in this area.

One important issue is the appropriateness of the arrangements which currently
exist between institutions and commercial lenders or secondary market agencies. The
growth in the marketing of these programs by lenders and secondary market agencies
suggests that their popularity may be increasing. It may be appropriate to further
review these arrangements and compare them with Congressional intent in the area of
inducements, since some schools may become institutional lenders under current
arrangements without providing capital for loans or holding the loans beyond
origination.

Second, student access to loans, particularly at some future time in which
guaranty agency lender of last resort authority may be relied upon as an important
element in the loan process, is another important issue for further study. While
students' access to loans was not found to be a general problem now, pockets of access
problems are emerging, particularly in the proprietary sector. Adequacy of the current
guaranty agency lender of last resort structure should be carefully reviewed and
reexamined in light of these potential future concerns with loan access.

Third, current loan servicing problems also need to be carefully studied.
Throughout the study the Committee received reports of students confused about who
or when to repay. This may be contributing to the reported increase in incidences of
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technical defaults. Servicing problems must be addressed to protect the integrity of the
program in the eyes of those it is intended to assiststudents. One possible method for
improving service to students would be to make the National Student Loan Data
System operational.

Finally, no examination of the Stafford Program would be complete without
emphasizing the paramount importance of reducing student loar defaults. Defaults are
clearly the main source of current and future instabilities in the program. This study of
institutional lending was thus inextricably linked with the concerns and problems with
defaults. The reasons for loan default, and reasonable methods for limiting their
incidence, should continue to be the central focus of future refinements to the program.
Innovative means must be found to reconcile the competing objectives of reducing
default, ensuring access to loans and other aid, and improving program management.
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